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The word "test bias" nas been with us for some time. Ho.,:ever, only recently

h; it teen car that the concept is co,T'ole:. and cannot be glibly passed over with

out sc.r-e analysis eir; secification. Flauper (1970. 1974) discussed three general

aprt.lac;tes tc. tes. bias or unfairnss: contcht bias, atmosphere bias, and use bias

7he purpose of tYs arti:le will be to ,iscuss some specific points under these

reral oaedories, 3rd ultiTctely to offer a solution to test bias.

Ctent iflas

Yuch of the inicial concert' about test bias ocsed on the content of the

items on the tests, or even the irtsructions. The language on most tests is

oriented toward wite, ri4le class males. Cries cf unfairness spr:mg from many

qua7trs in t'he 196C's and 19O's . Thj ha 'L led to the development of tests

geEt!-e,j to othor cultural, racial, ard sexual grclups. For instance, the Dove

Court(-rbaleoc Intellid-:noe Test, or so-called "Chitlin" test was developed in the

mid 1,D's t) assess the intellectual capacities OT streei.-wise, west coast blacks

(see Sediacek and Brooks, 1976. Additionally, Williams (1975) has developed the

BITCH (Black Intelligence Test cf Cultural Homogeneity) Test as a culture specific

test tapping black experience.

Yany instruments have been revised in recent years to eliminate sexist word-

irg and content. The MY: w211 known and widely used of these is likely the

Strong-Campbell Interest Ih-entony (Camell, 1974).

The biggest problem with focusing on test content in understardinp test bias

is that we do not get any information on whether the content makes any difference.

It is not clear whether it results in different or incorrect scores for cultural-

racial minorities and women. Addftionally, and more importantly, it is not clear

whether the content results in different decisions being made, or outcomes to those

takin the tests.
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2.

Boyd (1975) provides us with a good example of the limitations of focusing on

content in attempting to understand test bias. She revised Holland's Self-Directed

Search to eliminate all sexist referents such as fireman, salesman, etc. She gave

the nonsexist form to one gruup of females and the unaltered form to another group

and :ound no differences in interest profiles or the occupational choices made.

Thus the altering of content made no difference in outcome.

Atmcspnere Bias

Several studies have shown that the characteristics of test administration can

adve-scly affect the test performance and motivation of cultural-racial minorities.

For instance, Katz (1970) and Epps (1974) found that the race of the examiner and

the examinee's perceptions of the use of the test can affect minority student per-

formance . As might be expected, white examiners and the potential for negative con,

sequences resulting from the test tended to lower minority student scores. Breland

et al, 'l974) also found that passaues in a test by and about black people made for

slight increases in black examinee scorns. However, the Breland study may be

more related to cment than atmosphere.

There is no current evidence tnat atmosphere bias operates with female

examinees.

Usc Bias

The unfair v...ay tests have been used has received increased attention in

recent years as perhaps the best way to iipproach the subject of test bias. Here

the emphasis is on outcome-2s; what happens to cultural or racial minorities or women

as a result of taking tests. How are counselors, admissions officers and educators

using the information as they make decisions?

A full treatment of this question would involve many complex statistical and

measurement arguments beyond the scope of this article. However, several test bias
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rols will be briefly noted.

eTressien Mode: :f we consiste-.tly ma;,:e predictions for a given group, using

ecejression equation, which are too low or too high for a particular group, we have

based predictors or tests (Cleary, 1?C).

Constant Patio Thorntilie (1971) proposes that a test is fair if applicants

are selected so that the ratio o` te proportien selected to the proportion success-

ful is the same in all subgrcucei.

Conditional Probability Model: Cole l73) argues that all applicants who, if

selected, are capable of being successful should be guaranteed an equal opportunity

to be selected, regardless of their qroup membership.

Equal Probabilit- Model: All applicants wno are selected should be given an equal

chance ot ,eing successful, regardless of group memt.rship (Linn, 1973).

Petersen and Novick (7976) also presert the converse of the last three models.

That s, they forcus on those rejected rather than those selected. The models pre-

sented in this section of the article apply most readily .o situations in education

or emplorent invulving selection but could te applied to any circumstance where

more des'rable and less desirable outcomes can be specified. For further dis-

cussion of these and related issues in 'Use modefof test bias, see Hansen et al.

(1973), Linn (1973) and Petersen and Yvick (197).

The Fliminat;on of Test Bias

The definition of test bias preferred by the writer is a general one which says

that if the results of a given test result in negative outcomes for a given person

because that person is identified with a certein greuo, we have test bias. The

group may be cultural, racial, sexual, ideoloyieal, etc. This definition suggests

that we are asking the wrong questien if we say "Is th!s test biasedl" A tast is

designed to reflect a certain ability, trait, etc. in a fi'vcn cultural context.

6
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The test items will reflect certain aspects of our society and the test will be in-

terpreted and acted upon by counselors, researchers, parents, students, etc. in ways

that reflect a culture. So a test does not exist as an independent entity.

So the appropriate question to ask is:"Is the society biased?" The answer is

yes. If cur society is biased (racist, sexist, etc.) then our tests will be also.

Thu is inaporcpriate to focus so much of our attention on tests. We cannot makt

tests unbiased unless WE eliminate bias in society. If we were to totally abandon

tie use of tests today, would we eliminate any serious problems? I think not.

C-ounselers, teachers and administrators would still act in the same way and make th?

sane decisions with other, perhaps more subjective data. At least with tests we

have sorething we can study and analyze to perhaps better understand our biases.

:t is suggested that we focus on the general tern racim and how t.o eliminate

it as the real solution to test bias. Thus to furner develop our test uias defini-

tion above, we can define individual and institutional racism (Sedlacek, 1974;

Sedlacek nd Brooks, 1976). Individual racism is an act:ion taken hy one individui.1

toward anc,ther which results in negati...e outcomes, because the other person is

identified with a certain ,;roup. The group may be racial, cultural, sexual, ideol-

ogical, etc. Institutional racism is action taken by a social system or institu-

tion which results in negative outcomes for members of a certain groul. or groups.

Research indicates that we have developed a system of education,which involves the

use of tests,which tends to work against cultural minoritie5 (blacks, Chicanos,

Native Americans, etc.') and women (Sedlacek, 1974; Sedlacek and Brooks, 1976).

Decisions are constantly made that tend to work for middle class,suburban, white

males and against other groups.

What can be done about racism? Sedlacek (1974) and edlacek and Brooks (1976)

have developed a practical siY-stage model or approach to the elimination of racisr
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The stages are progressive in that it is important to work through them in order.

The model has been employed in a variety of educational and noneducation settings

and is typically done in a workshop context. A brief outline of the six 3tages

and some of the key points covered in each f:

Stage I - Cultural, Racial and Sexual Differencs

(1) Cultural, racial and sexual differences exist and they should be openly

discussed and understood by all. (2) Differences should be approached

and presented positively, in and out of the classroom. (3) Expressions

of Iacial, cultural and sexual identity are necessary and healthy for

cultural and racial minoritics, women, and also for the rest of society.

Stage II - How Raci.:7.1 Operates

Aside from tne defin-iion of r,!.cism presented above, a few other points

covered in this stage incl..ide:

() The definitions of racism are behavioral in that results, not

intentions, are important. Most racism is unknowing or unintentional.

(2) Those who have the power to influence othe.-s, whether or not they

are in the numerical majority, are the primary perpetuators of racism.

Of the many possible examples of racism which could be presented. a few

are:

(1) Teachers have low expectations of minority student performance.

(2) Counselors tend to direct women toward social science and education,

and away from the physical sciences.

(3) Relatively few minorities or women are in supervisory or central

staff positions in education.

Stage III - Examining Racial and Sexual Attit,,des

(1) Most people have stereotyped or negative attitudes toward other racial,

8
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cultural or sexual groups.

2) Racial and sexual attitudes may directly influence behavior.

(3) Racial and sexual attitude .. can be measured and analyzed. The Situation-

al Attitude Scale (SAS) (Sedlacek and 2rooks, 1970, 1972) and tha Situation

al Attitude Scale- Women (SASW) (Herman and Sedlacek, 1973) were desioned ft

this purpose.

Stage IV - Sources of Racial Attitudes

(1) Textvoks ?nd tests help perpetuate racial and sexual stereotypes.

(2) The nature of prejudice and racism should be taught at all educational

levels. This is particularly crucial for young whites because they are

not likely to avoid becoming racists without help.

(3) The study and consideration of prejudice and racism should be an integral

part of the regular academic and nonacademic programs and not isolated as

a one-occasion experiel....e.

Stage V - Changing Behavior: What Can Be Done?

(1) Goals must be stated so as to provide direction for change.

(2) Goals should be as speclfic and operational as postible.

(3) Strategies are separate from goals in that they are ways of accomplish-

ing goals.

(4) All goals must be evaluated as to their extent of accomplishment.

Stage VI - Changing Behavior: How it Can be Done.

(1) The only test of a strategy is whether it works.

(2) Most limitations to effective change are self imposed.

(3) More people are capable of Fffecting institutions than ever give it a try.

(4) The effective change agent is irreverent toward most social institutions.

9
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A successful implementation of till model requires much more detailed informa-

tion on content, techniqLes to employ at various stages, and the judicious employ-

ment of racial and sexual roles to help make points,which are detaile6 in other

sources (S2dlacek, 1974; Sedlacek and Brooks, 1976).

The final thoughts I would like to leave with you arc the necessity of taking

some action against racism and the ifficulty of change. It is always easier and

more comfortAle to gc about our busness in the usual way, to read a few articles

and blame somethirg like tests for cur problems. I regularly think of a quote

from the COM:f stri'd to boost tivatifn! "We have met the enemy, and they

is us!"
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